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Nothing in this job description restricts management's right to assign or reassign duties and 

responsibilities to this job at any time. 

 

DUTIES  As a Ramp Controller/Dispatcher at Washington Dulles International Airport controls 

aircraft and mobile lounges  on the midfield ramps and taxilanes (issues specific control 

instructions for push-backs, taxi lanes, etc.) and dispatches mobile lounges and Plane Mates 

(dispatching to terminals and aircraft, respectively), while monitoring  aircraft   movements in 

the ramp area, helping to ensure safe and efficient airport operations. 

 

--Monitors assigned radio frequency continuously for aircraft arrival/departure requests 

ascertaining the need for passenger transportation and scope of overall ramp area traffic, aircraft 

traffic flow and schedule/dispatch mobile lounges and Plane Mates. 

 

--Controls movements of aircraft in aircraft ramp area, ensuring proper sequencing and 

separation.   Taxi’s aircraft to pre-assigned gates and issues remote parking assignments when  

necessary in accordance with prearranged plans, making adjustments for unscheduled flights.  

Approves  requests for push-backs of aircraft into taxi lanes in ramp area ensuring an orderly 

flow of traffic and prevention of delays.  Maintains constant awareness of airfield activities.  

Remains current on airport and airline procedures affecting traffic in the ramp area.   

 

--Dispatches mobile lounges and Plane Mates to service airline passengers by assigning vehicles 

to various types of aircraft and terminal buildings, as needed.  Adjusts mobile lounge schedules 

as needed in coordination with the mobile lounge supervisor, to meet changing passenger 

transportation requirements, taking into account lounge availability and passenger loads.  

Ensures proper separation of mobile lounges and Plane Mates from aircraft when the operators 

must use taxi lanes.  Maintains mobile lounge locator board;  approves requests for engine 

start-up from mobile lounge and Plane Mate operators; directs parking; maintains mobile lounge 

locator board,  mobile lounge/radio malfunction log; and, forwards mobile lounge availability 

status to Airport Operations Department daily. 

                           

--Maintains continuous liaison with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) ground controllers 

to coordinate aircraft and mobile lounge and Plane Mate movements; with airline operations 

centers to ascertain flight arrival times, passenger loads, delays, diversions, problems, and gate 

assignments; and, with mobile lounge and Plane Mate operators, leaders and supervisors to 

dispatch vehicles, give instructions or exchange information on problems or vehicle/radio status 

and ensure an adequate level of service.  Advises any or all of these personnel on 

current/pending ground traffic patterns in the ramp area and warns of problems, as appropriate. 

 

--Uses radios to give instructions to pilots on aircraft push-backs, routes for taxi, advising of 

ground delays, ground problems, ramp problems, construction issues and emergency situations.  

Develops and coordinates aircraft taxi routes and parking during periods of snow and ice. 

Coordinates with FAA and IAD Airport Operations personnel as needed in unusual or 

emergency situations.  Coordinates with maintenance personnel to provide information on 

mobile lounge and Plane Mates and ramp area use and maintenance requirements; and, may 

assist in training newly assigned Ramp Controllers on-the-job. 
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--Maintains daily log on operation of the Airports Authority Ramp Tower facilities; uses radios 

and telephones to determine priority for aircraft gate snow removal operation, control snow 

removal equipment operations in the ramp area and, coordinates with operators of airport 

emergency equipment responding to fuel spills, medical or other emergencies in the ramp area, 

as required.   

 

-- Communicates and interacts effectively with internal and external business contacts, including 

but not limited to other members of the unit/team, other Airports Authority employees such as 

mobile lounge operators, leaders and supervisors, other personnel of the Airport Operations 

Department, other airport employees (such as police officers and firefighters responding to 

incidents in the ramp areas), pilots (by radiotelephone), FAA personnel, and airport users. 

 

--*Performs other duties as assigned.* 

 

Critical features of this job are described under the headings below.  They may be subject to 

change through reasonable accommodation or otherwise. 

 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS (MQs) 

 

To be rated qualified for this job, an applicant must meet both of the MQs listed below at the 

time of vacancy announcement closure.  

 

1. A high school diploma, a Certificate of General Educational Development (GED), or an 

equivalent combination of education, experience and training. 

 

2. a.  Four years of post high school education, experience, and training in Air Traffic Control 

(ATC) directing or controlling air traffic on the ground or in the air which provides a 

foundation for successful performance of the DUTIES in this job description. OR 

     
b. Four years of experience as a pilot or co-pilot that includes coordination with FAA ATC or 

US military ATC, which provides a foundation for successful performance of the DUTIES 

in this job description, to include knowledge of radio procedures and expected radio calls 

and understanding of the size and maneuvering capability of various aircraft. 

 

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS 

 

The qualifications listed below (if any) are preferred and may be considered in the selection 

process, but they are not required to be rated qualified for this job. 

 

1. ATC experience as terminal Air Traffic Controller at a large hub airport dealing with aircraft  

movement at terminal ramps and taxilanes. 

 

2. Experience as Air Traffic Controller for FAA or for the US military at an air base. 

 

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES AND OTHER FACTORS (KSAOs) 
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The following KSAOs are required for successful performance of this job and are a basis for 

rating and ranking applicants who are found to meet the MQs. Local, Federal, airport industry 

or Airports Authority specific bodies of knowledge listed below may be acquired on the job, 

typically; ability to rapidly acquire them is required at the time of vacancy announcement 

closure.  

 

1. Knowledge of air traffic ground control procedures at a large hub airport with multiple taxi 

lanes, runways, and taxi ways including the air traffic control system; knowledge of IAD 

airfield operations, runways and taxiways; knowledge of airline procedures and preferences 

for service at IAD; knowledge of basic aircraft specifications and enplaning/deplaning 

requirements; and, knowledge of IAD mobile lounge and Plane Mate vehicles and 

transportation system, altogether to perform ramp control and dispatch functions. 

 

2. Skill in problem solving to select, organize and logically process relevant information 

(verbal, numerical or abstract) to solve a problem.  Examples include identifying and 

determining priorities of ground traffic movement in the ramp area, and determining the level 

of mobile lounge/plane-mate service required.  

 

3. Skill in oral communication to understand verbal information (including instructions, 

descriptions and ideas), and to express such information verbally so that others will 

understand.  This includes the skill in giving clear and concise instructions to operators of 

aircraft, mobile lounges/plane-mates and other vehicles on the ramp areas and portions of the 

AOA. 

4. Interpersonal skills to interact effectively with business contacts in a businesslike, 

customer service-oriented manner.  Examples exchanging straight forward, fact-based 

operational information with pilots of taxiing aircraft, mobile lounge operators and 

others driving on the tarmac, and personnel in the Airport Operations Department. 

 

5. Vigilance to maintain alertness during continually changing events on the airfield to 

recognize, identify or perceive events, behaviors of others, changes in traffic flow and other 

circumstances that require ramp control or dispatch action. 

 

6. Ability to work under pressure and maintain composure during peak periods, emergencies 

and other high-pressure situations, such as peak traffic periods.   

 

7. Ability and willingness to work a rotating shift (on a 24 hour a day, seven days a week basis).  

 

8. Ability and willingness to demonstrate initiative, decisiveness, teamwork and mature 

judgment in fluid, ambiguous or tense situations as they occur on a busy airfield, typically in 

a multi-controller (multi-duty position) work environment.   

 

9. Skill in written communication to understand written information (including instructions, 

descriptions and ideas) and to express such information in writings so that others will 

understand, including directives, notices and other written information from FAA, the 

Airport Operations Department and other parties concerning airport construction, operations 
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at IAD and other matters affecting ramp control and dispatch.  

 

RESPONSIBILITY  Is responsible for personally controlling, dispatching and monitoring the 

safe and efficient movement of aircraft, mobile lounges, plane-mates, and other vehicles in the 

ramp area. Work directly affects service to pilots and service personnel in the ramp area and 

indirectly service to passengers and other airport users.  Following set procedures, paying close 

attention to detail and using seasoned Ramp Controller judgment are required for effective ramp 

control.  Mistakes in judgment or failure to follow procedures can directly result in events that 

delay ramp movements and air service activities or cause accidents that endanger passengers 

(including loss of life) and/or cause millions of dollars in damage to equipment.  

 

Reports to a shift supervisor.  Works independently in accordance with established procedures.  

The changing flow of aircraft, available gates, volume of ramp control work and availability of 

mobile lounges and plane-mates come together to set the final parameters for control and 

dispatch during any part of the work cycle.  Makes rapid analyses of the impact of air traffic 

situations on ramp control duties and quick decisions to avoid congestion and maintain safety on 

the ramp (e.g., keep appropriate distances between aircraft, and between mobile 

lounges/plane-mates and aircraft).  Informs the shift supervisor or the Division Manager 

(depending on supervisory staffing in the facility during the shift) or the Airport Operations Duty 

Manager of safety hazards and any observations adverse to airfield operations.  Work is 

reviewed in progress by the shift supervisor through direct observation or after completion 

through reports and other means to assure the effectiveness in the functions performed, to 

ascertain adherence to policies and procedures, team/unit goals and individual measures, and for 

other reasons. 

 

Guidelines include Airports Authority Orders and Instructions, Department and Division 

directives, ramp control policies and procedures, airline operations and flight schedules, FAA 

tower bulletins, memos and instructions.  Closely follows established operational procedures on 

priorities, separation distances, weather and construction avoidance, but also 

approves/disapproves requests for nonstandard traffic flow.   

 

EFFORT  Monitors radios, telephones, crash phones, computer, and camera equipment.  Uses 

radiotelephone and push-to-talk device.  Pays careful attention visually and listens intently to 

fully assess situations and expresses oneself clearly to give instructions to aircraft and mobile 

lounge/plane-mate operators, exchange information with FAA Air Traffic Control Tower 

personnel and perform similar functions.  Identifies aircraft and wheeled vehicles at a distance 

(sometimes without direct line of sight) and judges their speed during all types of weather 

conditions, day and night.  Moves, sits, and stands for long periods to enhance view of the ramp 

and aircraft movement areas.  Typically sits for extended periods while dispatching.  Stays alert 

and maintains concentration amid distractions to ensure safe movement of traffic in the ramp 

area.   Ascends several flights of stairs to reach work area.   

 

WORKING CONDITIONS  Works inside in a temperature controlled tower.  Is subject to 

noise from aircraft and fumes from aircraft or service vehicles when they are parked in close 

proximity to the Airports Authority Ramp Towers.  Is continually subject to job pressure from 

handling a very high volume of aircraft during peak periods.  Normally rotates between various 
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ramp control and dispatch duty positions during shift for operational reasons and to help relieve 

job pressure. 

 

OTHER SIGNIFICANT JOB ASPECTS   Works in rotating shifts to maintain coverage 24 

hours a day, 7 days a week.   Is subject to holdover for emergency situations. 


